Čiovo Bridge

Long-awaited bridge of great importance

Bridge between the island of Čiovo and Trogir on the mainland has been officially open on July 2018. The construction of the mainland-Čiovo bridge improved better accessibility of the island and also the connection to the airport and motorways. All this contributed to the preservation of the historic core of UNESCO-protected city of Trogir due to summer crowds and traffic jams on the bridge.

The bridge is 547 meters long, was build 25 meters above the sea and has pedestrian and cycling paths 2.45 meters wide on both sides.

ACO provided HSD-2 bridge drains for its closed drainage system together with CityTop P Bituplan manhole covers, also build on access roads towards the bridge.

ACO product:
ACO HSD-2
ACO CityTop P Bituplan

ACO reference

PROJECT: Čiovo Bridge, Trogir
INVESTOR: Hrvatske ceste d.d.
CONSTRUCTOR: Viadukt d.o.o.
BRIDGE LENGTH: 547 m